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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
07/14/16  

Central Banks disappoint with signs of patience  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -16.40, SILVER -23.30, PLATINUM -14.30  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities overnight were mixed 
again with Chinese and Russian stocks weaker and other measures showing 
minimally positive action. Overnight a Reuter's poll projected that the BOE 
would probably cut interest rates in August, but that news was countervailed by BOJ dialogue that played down 
the prospect of near term easing. The BOJ official suggested that a tightening of the Japanese labor market 
makes stimulus moves problematic. The US economic report flow today starts with initial unemployment claims at 
7:30 central time with expectations calling for an increase of 10,000 to 12,000. While PPI will be released 
concurrent with claims, that report isn't expected to show much change from the prior month, and at the current 
time all the markets are looking for is a reading that avoids stoking deflationary fears.  

 

 
GOLD / SILVER 
After finding early pressure yesterday, the precious metals markets were able to find their footing, as gold and 
silver climbed back into positive territory to post moderate gains for Wednesday's trading session. However, 
global equity markets continue to reflect improving risk sentiment, and comments from several central bank 
officials around the globe have suggested that there is no need for instant and reaction to the BREXIT event, and 
that has yanked the rug out from under gold and silver. While the BOE might surprise the trade with action today, 
the head of the BOE has already alluded to the chance of a cut "later this summer". An upbeat US Fed Beige 
Book yesterday afternoon is another development that serves to tamp down safe haven interest in the precious 
metals. However, news that India was moving to reduce its excise duties on jewelry might provide some cushion 
to gold, especially since that sector has seen somewhat discouraging demand of late. We might also suggest that 
relative leadership from silver on Wednesday and again overnight might lend some credence to the argument that 
silver could lead on an upcoming recovery in precious metals prices. Weakness in gold this morning shows just 
how much focus is trained on the need for further central bank action to stem deflation. Gold derivative holdings 
rose slightly overnight, while silver derivative holdings jumped by 4.8 million ounces!  
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PLATINUM  
 
The PGM sector was well supported at midweek by palladium moving into new high ground despite the lack of a 
higher high in platinum, but noted failures on the charts this morning serve to shift the bias in the complex to the 
downside. Rising open interest in platinum following a slight correction would seem to suggest bargain-hunting 
buying was seen this week, but that action was washed away by noted weakness in in gold, and that probably 
shifts the PGM complex into a negative track to finish the week. Uptrend channel support in October platinum was 
violated down at $1,090, and that might leave little support until the $1,074 level.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
While the gold bulls showed their mettle yesterday afternoon, that sentiment was washed away overnight in the 
face of a lack of forward motion by two foreign central banks. In other words, gold was banking on aggressive 
proactive easing, and that has been dashed by official comments. In short gold has been tripped up 
fundamentally, and that in turn has resulted in fresh chart damage. However, traders should be on the lookout for 
a surprise from the BOE, as that would vault gold higher in a very aggressive compacted fashion. Critical pivot 
point support in August gold is seen down at $1,325 and then not until the $1,315 level. Critical support in 
September silver is even numbers of $20.00 and then $19.95.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
07/14/16  

A weak upward bias remains but some volatility off the BOE  

 

GENERAL: Copper prices continue to benefit from improved risk sentiment this 
week, but a significant portion of this week's more than 12 cent rally (5.7% 
higher in just 3 sessions) was clearly the result of short-covering. While it made 
a sizable pullback from the early highs yesterday, copper was still able to extend 
this week's strong recovery move by posting a strong gain for Wednesday's 
trading session. More importantly, copper is showing more gains to start today. 
Chinese copper imports during June fell, but different components within the copper product sector improved, and 
that leaves the Chinese demand looking up in the air. In fact, Chinese copper ore imports this year are 34% 
ahead of last year's pace, while unwrought copper imports are running 22% ahead. LME copper stocks saw a 
moderate decline on Wednesday but are still up more than 42,000 tonnes during July, which may give some 
traders pause in paying up for copper on further gains.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
If risk appetites and outside markets remain positive, copper might be able to claw out more gains, but we are a 
little concerned about holding long through the BOE meeting, which the trade thinks won't bring about a fresh rate 
cut. Near-term support in September copper is seen down at $2.2270, while resistance is seen up at $2.2625.  
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